Green Calcite
♥Balancing

♥Stability

♥ Grounds & promotes
emotional balance &
relieve stress
♥Helps enhance intuition

Orange Calcite
♥ Emotional Healing ♥ Joy

♥ Soothes when feeling
overwhelmed
♥ One of most powerful
protection stones
♥ Enhance the will

Ice Cube Milk Calcite
♥Calming ♥Protection

♥ Helps you feel better about
scary or stressful situations.
♥ Stimulates feelings of peace
and love,
Banded Agate
♥ Calming

♥ Memory

♥ Can increase concentration
and memory.
♥ Helps get rid of stress, anger
and distractions.
♥ Also protects from negative
energy.

Flourite
♥Access Deeper Wisdom

♥ Cleanses negative energy
♥ Helps concentration, selfconfidence, & positivity
♥ Very helpful for learning

Picture Brown Jasper
♥ Harmony ♥ Global Awareness

♥ Create balance and positive
energy flow
♥ Brings comfort and helps
with fears
♥ Boosts the immune system

Brecciated Jasper

Amethyst

♥ Strength ♥Grounding

♥Healing ♥Protection

♥ Dream stone that protects
against nightmares
( place it under your pillow )
♥ Promotes peace
♥ One of the most healing
stones

♥ Has Hematite inside
♥ Helps to focus when
thinking
♥ Grounds when you
feel overwhelmed
Fancy Jasper

Green Jasper

♥ Tranquility ♥ Protection

♥ Stone of Balance

♥ Eliminates worry
♥ Brings compassion
♥ Provides protection
and absorbs
negative energy

♥ Calms & supports through
times of stress
♥ Helps you fall asleep and
sleep better
(place it under your pillow
)

Carnelian
♥Courage ♥Confidence

♥ Motivates
♥Brings you courage to do new
things
♥ Improves concentration
Blue Quartz

Rose Quartz
♥Heart Healing

♥ Love Stone

Tree Agate
♥ Stone of Plentitude

♥ Help with mood swings/tempers
♥ Peaceful energy to emotions
♥ Place on point of pain for relief

Smoky Quartz

♥Strength ♥Clarifying

♥Grounding

♥ Removes fears
♥ Calms and soothes sadness
♥ Place by bed or under pillow
to protect while sleep

♥ Strengthens & clarifies the
mind
♥ Improves concentration &
memory
♥ Enhances positivity

♥ Very Protective
♥ Removes negative energy
and transforms to positive
energy

Hematite
♥Protecting ♥ Grounding

Black Onyx

Sodalite

♥ Mental Clarity ♥Soothing

♥ Greatly reduces problems with
scattered mind and
disorganization
♥ Can help reduce stubbornness,
restore hope

Clear Quartz

♥ Powerful Protection Stone

♥Protects against negative
energy
♥ Grounds when worried
♥ Strengthens connection with
the earth

Leopard Skin Japser

♥ Absorbs and transforms
negative energy
♥ Physical strength & stamina,
especially during times of
stress, confusion or grief.

Unakite
♥Grounding

♥ Physical Healing

♥ Strengthens the sense of self
♥ Help move beyond past
traumas

♥ Balances physical emotions
♥ Stone of Vision

♥Wisdom ♥Self-Trust

♥ Calms the mind by bringing
emotional balance
♥ Helps you communicate
clearly & stand up for your
beliefs

Rutilated Quartz
♥ Energizing ♥
Determination

♥ Relieves fears & anxieties
♥ Helps let go of past
Tiger Eye
♥ Relieves fears ♥ Good Luck

♥ Strengthens courage,
determination, & selfconfidence
♥ Focus the mind and clear
thinking

Snowflake Obsidian

Citrine

♥Calming ♥Balancing

♥ Protective

♥ Calms & soothes stresses
♥ Purifies & balances the
mind, body, & spirit

♥ Clears Negative Energy
♥ Helps you to feel good about
yourself, heal old patterns

